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Abstract— In this paper, we construct Authentication of automatic data processing system by Mouse Gestures was summarized and its 

significance towards its Methodologies was illustrated. Based on Neural Network formula and its analysis has been user to attain the Biometric 

Authentication based on user behavior on Neural Network and is additionally surveyed. Our This research paper conducts a review of the realm 

of Artificial Neural Network and biometric methods that add another more secure layer of security to computing system. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The main Aim for designing this type of biometric 

authentication   systems is to increase their exactness, For 

making mixing of such accessible system here vacant 

information systems require other hardware or software’s 

configuration which leads to more costly. The more of these 

types of system create some level difficulty to make their 

drawing and process hard task. This system contain personal 

user information to be changed if access with Unauthorized 

User, as such a risk. Although the large this the reatime 

execution of biometrics into daily use of PC system have 

become very less due to its operation complexity [3]. 

                A new type of this authentication system is fast in 

popularity is refer to in the text as behavior metrics (i.e. 

behavioral biometrics), wherever researcher is focusing on 

analyzing the user’s biological behavior when user deals with 

a computer system for the purpose of verification of its 

identity [4]–[6]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

                Its been huge research in Computer science for 

making use of Mouse as input device for interaction with 

System. This interaction can be recorded for making use of 

Identification of User while interacting with system. Much 

authentication system makes use of user inputted 

sigh/password. Finger prints as biometric parameter. For our 

experimental results we have collected signature as actions 

are record passively with validate during the session of 30 

users. Gamba etal. [5] Perform same  type of research with 

conduct an trial for  capturing user communication based on 

the mouse as [5] Show to the equal error rate  with time tends 

to zero as more stroke are record. into [7].  Existing gesture 

based authentication schemes use another input devices [14]. 

A well body of research has been shaped on sharp user based 

on their normal handwriting [15], [16]. We are show our 

work near to the general field of interest in the previous few 

years [18], [19]. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
 

IV.  PROPOSED WORK 

Methodology: 

A. System Design and Experiment: 

In this shown diagram first we take input from user 

by using mouse and create the mouse gesture for number of 

time (five times for this case)for system training and then 

perform data Acquisition and and then extract the feature  for 

converting the impure gesture to pure gesture ,then 

classification  module in that neural network is perform the 

task to take the input ,process the data and provide the result , 

generated result by neural network is stored in the relational 

database with specific user identity. 

For the data collection phase, we have two designs, 

acquisition and analysis Model. Our structure contains four 

important Phases: 
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1) Gesture creation 

2) Data acquisition and preparation. 

3) Feature extraction. 

4) Classification. 

 

B. Gesture Creation: 

In First Phase i.e. gesture Generation modules we 

have canvas used for drawing signature. Participated user is 

asked to draw a sign or set of sign freely. The purpose of this 

is to collect sign from user so that user can replicate it later 

while classification phase. Here drawn Gesture are not Bound 

to any language , use can draw any sign which can be his 

identity. No need to have any meaningful character of any 

language. It can be any sketch sign that could be formed in a 

uni-stroke. 

 

C.  Acquisition and Preparation: 

This   phase contains three main part: 

1) Data Acquisition: 

In this component we loads all gestures created by 

user using generation modules and  

Use them to ask user to replicate. This will records all 

user interaction with system as sign an store them into DB. 

2) Data Preprocessing: 

Here above data acquisition module will works as 

preprocesses, raw data collected from user gesture generation 

modules will now prepressed to remove some noisy patter 

from it. 

This step is necessary because produced sign will 

normally have jagged patterns and it may irregular too. For 

this acquisition methods add normalization for center and size 

normalization which will helps for maintaining drawn sign at 

center and with proper size for drawing panel of screen. 

 

Outlier Removal and Data Smoothing: 

After performing Data preprocessing step we apply 

Data smoothing. This is essential to remove the noise and 

remove actual pattern from drawn raw figures. This structure 

have , the data between the different replication obtained for 

all user as we have taken more than one replication per 

user.Data smoothing helpus for smoothing such variability of 

drawn patterns and reduce their effect on further learning 

method. 

 

V. ALGORITHM. 

 This is implemented for the outlier removal with data 

smoothing 

 

 
D. Feature Extraction: 

Feature extraction modules need to extract essential data of 

boundary of handwritten signature 

This will scan entire patter image until it find boundary pixel. 

Scanning of image will works in clockwise direction. All 

connected pixel will scanned first i.e. Pixel px and its 

neighbors.. 

 

 
Fig. 2.viewpoint of curving and its speed of next portion of 

a  gesture. 

MOUSE GESTURE ANALYSIS 

A. Classification Technique: 

In classify the gesture; we initially applied the part of on 

sample data, but getting less performance. We also the usage 

of the rear propagation multilayer perceptions network; 

however again the instruction step using this type of neural 

network was very complete  

1)  Neural Network Part: 

A large neural network is treated as an black box that 

does not have the give and to solve a separation of certain 

problems. The large network is verified to be one of its major 

performance limiting uniqueness. The neural network drawing 

addresses this check by adding more and organization in the 

neural network framework. 
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2) Neural Network Training: 

It is necessary to consider that even though all the 

gestures split the exactly same structure, each gesture for all 

user is related with a set of weights values derived by ANN 

training phase. For Every sign, the related weights of that pixel 

values will represent the corresponding profile for that user. 

The gesture replication drawn by all user were separated into 

two separate sets, at time of Registration phase and a 

validation set at a time of login phase. We use a process to 

train network. The aim of this hierarchical training is to 

increase the all of the neural network. 

Here the validation process by separating the of user 

in the trainer set into team of equivalent size. The size of every 

team supposed to be less than the size of the trainer set. The 

common for all team is derived to make the next level. We 

treat it as next level, the level of the sub-means. The core, that 

is the all mean of all the replications, is obtained by calculate 

the average of in the next level that forms the top level. After 

making such a hierarchy, the training of the modular neural 

network proceeds from the core to the down level . 

Then, the distance measure for feature ibetween users 

aandbfor a require gesture is defined as follows: 

 
B. Test Sessions and Parameters: 

For the test period of a gesture to be assume as yes or nor, a 

less count of users provided must match the profile with DB 

successfully; 

 Below Table II shows the abovementioned variables. 

 
Method and Data: 

 For the experimental results, to all the participants 

provided same configuration canvas to draw the same set of 

prechoosen drawing. The gestures replications along with the 

participating like user name were stored in a relational 

database as user id and its name. There was only one need that 

was to draw such gestures in one only. 

The all participating user in the asked to draw sign in its own 

style like its own signature or any alphabetic character or 

numeric or non-alphabetic character .User can draw any sign 

or stroke unlike any English alphabets. The drawn sign 

gestures were included combinations of angles or curves, lines 

[1].Every ten participate was to forge the (Few) of minimum 

five rightful users selected unfortunately among 10 legal users.  

VI.  IMPLEMENTATION RESULT 

User Registration 

 
User Verification 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

               Our proposed modules outcome conclude that , by 

using behavioral biometric characteristics of human being can 
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be used more efficiently for  authentication of user to 

computer system. One more security layers can be added to 

existing security mechanism.  
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